Featured Application: This work is a detailed comparison of the direct laser and electron additive manufacturing methods, which could help scientific research institutes and companies choose the best 3D printer system for the fabrication of titanium implants.
Introduction
Recently, a significant growth of interest in the use of Additive Manufacturing (AM) techniques for rapid prototyping and fabrication of various components has been noticed [1] . AM is a process that fuses materials layer by layer, to produce items based on 3D model data. Various AM methods differ in terms of the raw materials used and in the ways for material consolidation [2, 3] . This work focuses on AM techniques where a raw material is delivered in a form of powder and is consolidated via a laser beam or an electron beam. Laser or electron beams heat and melt the powder in order to directly produce functional metallic components. A particular example of the laser-and electron-based methods are Selective Laser Melting (SLM) and Electron Beam Melting (EBM), respectively [4, 5] . Furthermore, in 2012, the Arcam's EBM process has been cleared by the FDA for implant fabrication. For medical applications, SLM and EBM are the most popular and commercially-available powder in bed AM methods [6, 7] . The ASTM Standard F2924-14 [8] can be used for the Additive Manufacturing of Ti-6Al-4V articles with the powder bed fusion technology. It should be noted that this standard is not dedicated to only medical devices or implants.
The aim of the work is to describe and compare the SLM and EBM methods in terms of producing a solid implant for a medical application using a Ti-6Al-4V alloy. The comparison of SLM and EBM systems was based on an analysis of the microstructure, crystal structure, mechanical properties and cytotoxicity of Ti-6Al-4V samples. Particular attention was paid to the comparison of the microstructures and mechanical properties of the Ti-6Al-4V alloy after the SLM, EBM and conventional processing. To the best knowledge of the authors, this manuscript presents the first study comparing the parts with the same dimensions, which were fabricated using similar parameters by the SLM and EBM methods. Furthermore, it is the first study where the Ti-6Al-4V alloy was strengthened by an oxygen addition during the AM process. The anisotropy of the mechanical properties of SLM and EBM fabricated parts was investigated for metals such as: nickel-based superalloys [9, 10] , stainless steel [11, 12] , silumins [13, 14] and titanium alloys [15, 16] . In contrast to other work, our study is one of the first reported studies showing the anisotropy of the mechanical properties of Ti-6Al-4V investigated on microsamples cut within the SLM and EBM fabricated material.
The article is divided as follows. The first section describes the AM methods for the fabrication of metallic implants. The second section reviews the applications of titanium in the biomedical field and the mechanical properties of the Ti-6Al-4V alloy. Then, a description of the experiment procedures for the comparison between SLM and EBM methods is presented. Finally, the results are shown and discussed.
Laser and Electron Rapid Prototyping Methods
Two main AM techniques dedicated to metallic alloys are Direct Metal Laser Fabrication (DMLF) [17] and Selective Electron Beam Melting (SEBM) [18, 19] . DMLF techniques are then divided further based on the power application methods. Some variants use powder provided beforehand in special beds. Those methods, called "powder in bed", include Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) [20] , also known as DMLS (Direct Metal Laser Sintering) [21] , and Selective Laser Melting (SLM) [22] . Other DMLF methods deliver the powder by injection nozzles just above the sample. These include Laser Engineered Net Shaping (LENS) [23] and similar methods, such as Direct Metal Deposition (DMD) [24] and Direct Light Forming (DLF) [25] . Other DMLF methods that are not used for the production of metal implants include Laminated Object Manufacturing (LOM), where a laser beam is used for cutting metal sheets [26] . Direct metal fabrication methods that employ an electron beam are Electron Beam Free Form Fabrication (EBF 3 ) [27] and Electron Beam Melting (EBM) [28] .
The great advantage of using the AM methods for medical applications is the possibility of producing custom-made implants based entirely on the Computer Tomography (CT) scan data of the patient's disease [29] . Although there are many AM methods suitable for producing functional metallic implants, only the "powder in bed" methods are suitable for fabricating scaffolds needed for bone tissue engineering, i.e., which have complex, custom designed shapes and controlled porosity [30, 31] .
SLM and EBM Differences
In this section, the SLM and EBM processes are discussed and their differences highlighted. In both processes, a layer of powder, which is a few tens of microns thick, is distributed from the feed container onto the build platform using a precision Z-axis positioner. The laser or electron beams operate on the X-Y plane of the powder surface. Powder distribution is controlled by the programmed information derived from the analysis of the sliced layers in the 3D computer model. After melting each powder layer, a positioner table is moved down; another powder layer is distributed and then melted by the laser or electron beams. The process is terminated when a complete 3D element is formed. After cooling, the component is removed directly from the building platform or after the stress relief heat-treatment [32, 33] .
The SLM (Figure 1a ) and EBM ( Figure 1b ) machines are built in a similar way. Their most important parts are: an object building platform, a feed container, a deposition unit and a beam source, which is the main difference between the machines. SLM machines use a CO 2 (10.6-µm wavelength) or Nd:YAG (1.06-µm wavelength) laser with power between 50 and 200 W. EBM machines use a heated tungsten filament to generate an electron beam with the power between 50 and 3500 W. To reduce temperature gradients during EBM processes, initial sample preheating is applied by defocused electrons [34] . There is also the possibility of preheating in SLM systems. This works either by setting an additional laser to preheat the powder to temperatures below its melting point [35] or to adjust the building table temperature to a commercially-available maximum of 300 • C [36] . SLM machines use argon atmosphere to prevent sample oxidation, but there is a possibility to perform a process in a controlled atmosphere to enhance the mechanical properties of fabricated material [37] . EBM machines in contrast to SLM operate under vacuum. This is primarily required to prevent energy dissipation before delivering the beam to the part. The principal process parameters in all powder in bed methods are: the beam power and distance between beam vectors (hatch spacing) [38, 39] , the scan speed and the scanning strategy [40, 41] and the thickness of the produced layers [42] . In contrast to EBM during SLM fabrication, there is a possibility to set scanning speed by two independent parameters: the point distance and the exposure time. In SLM machines, the laser does not focus continuously, but in the pulse mode. Therefore, the scanning speed is set by a distance between points where the laser is focusing and melting a powder (the point distance) for a short period of time (the exposure time). Table 1 presents a comparison between the Realizer SLM50 and the Arcam EBM S12 machines, which were used in this study for Ti-6Al-4V processing. After melting each powder layer, a positioner table is moved down; another powder layer is distributed and then melted by the laser or electron beams. The process is terminated when a complete 3D element is formed. After cooling, the component is removed directly from the building platform or after the stress relief heat-treatment [32, 33] . The SLM (Figure 1a ) and EBM ( Figure 1b ) machines are built in a similar way. Their most important parts are: an object building platform, a feed container, a deposition unit and a beam source, which is the main difference between the machines. SLM machines use a CO2 (10.6-µm wavelength) or Nd:YAG (1.06-µm wavelength) laser with power between 50 and 200 W. EBM machines use a heated tungsten filament to generate an electron beam with the power between 50 and 3500 W. To reduce temperature gradients during EBM processes, initial sample preheating is applied by defocused electrons [34] . There is also the possibility of preheating in SLM systems. This works either by setting an additional laser to preheat the powder to temperatures below its melting point [35] or to adjust the building table temperature to a commercially-available maximum of 300 °C [36] . SLM machines use argon atmosphere to prevent sample oxidation, but there is a possibility to perform a process in a controlled atmosphere to enhance the mechanical properties of fabricated material [37] . EBM machines in contrast to SLM operate under vacuum. This is primarily required to prevent energy dissipation before delivering the beam to the part. The principal process parameters in all powder in bed methods are: the beam power and distance between beam vectors (hatch spacing) [38, 39] , the scan speed and the scanning strategy [40, 41] and the thickness of the produced layers [42] . In contrast to EBM during SLM fabrication, there is a possibility to set scanning speed by two independent parameters: the point distance and the exposure time. In SLM machines, the laser does not focus continuously, but in the pulse mode. Therefore, the scanning speed is set by a distance between points where the laser is focusing and melting a powder (the point distance) for a short period of time (the exposure time). Table 1 presents a comparison between the Realizer SLM50 and the Arcam EBM S12 machines, which were used in this study for Ti-6Al-4V processing. 
Titanium Alloys in the Biomedical Field
The conventionally-fabricated Ti-6Al-4V alloy is one of the most popular materials for biomedical applications because it is biocompatible, corrosion resistant, has a high strength to weight ratio and displays good fatigue resistance [43, 44] . Its Young's modulus can be controlled by varying the chemical composition [45] and porosity [46, 47] of the alloy. Cast Ti-6Al-4V alloy is a two-phase α + β alloy, and its Young's modulus is between 100 and 130 GPa. Such a Young's modulus is too large for bone implants, but it can be reduced by controlling the degree of porosity [48] . It is important that the Young's modulus of an alloy for bone implants is close to that of human bones, which is between 10 and 26 GPa. Otherwise, a biomechanical mismatch between the implant and the surrounding tissue may promote stress-shielding phenomena, which either retards bone regeneration [49] or causes bone failure via bone atrophy. The porous and rough surface of the implant ensures stronger adhesion between an implant and a bone tissue by promoting the biomechanical connection [50] . Many studies have shown that implants with a pore diameter between 100 and 400 µm are best for bone implants, because such pore diameters facilitate cell penetration, tissue ingrowth, vascularization and transport of nutrients to healing tissues [51] [52] [53] . Fortunately, both SLM and EBM machines enable the production of complex three-dimensional titanium structures with controlled porosity. The minimum pore diameters obtained by EBM machines are 450 µm [30] , while SLM methods can achieve a pore size of 150 µm [54] due to the small size of the beam.
Mechanical Properties of Ti-6Al-4V Alloys
Ti-6Al-4V alloys fabricated by laser or electron beam melting display different mechanical properties than their conventionally-fabricated counterparts. Both methods produce alloys with higher hardness than cast or wrought alloys [55] . For example, the microhardness of SLM-fabricated solid samples can be increased from 2.3 GPa to around 4.0 GPa by reducing the laser scan rate from 0.8 m/s down to 0.4 m/s [56] . The microhardness of solid samples obtained by the EBM method is less dependent on the scan rate and varies from 4.4 to 4.9 GPa for electron scan rates of 0.1 and 1.0 m/s, respectively [57] . The laser scan speed has a much higher influence on microhardness than the electron scan speed, because it has critical influence on the sample density. The hardness of the EBM fabricated elements depends on their size and shape. Thin sections or hollow cell structures with a wall thickness below 2 mm yield values of micro-indentation hardness of up to 40% higher than the thicker solid structures [58] . This is due to rapid material solidification in thin samples facilitated by their small dimensions. Large thermal gradients during the scaffold fabrication processes for bone tissue engineering produce structures with small grain size and, thus, high micro-indentation hardness. The Ultimate Tensile Strength (UTS) of laser fabricated items is about 1200 MPa [59] , which is matched by EBM fabrication at values of 1150-1200 MPa [60] . Both UTS values are significantly larger than a value of 1000 MPa obtained for wrought materials. The SLM and EBM processes give similar yield strength (σ y ) values of 1000-1100 MPa [59] [60] [61] . The reported elongation range for laser fabricated Ti-6Al-4V is 6% [59] to 9% [61] . This value exceeds elongations obtained for cast materials, but is lower than elongations of wrought materials. Reported elongation values for EBM materials are very inconsistent: some authors report elongation values between 16% and 25% [60] , while others quote a value of 2% [55, 62] when oxygen content in the powder exceeded 0.34%. Both SLM and EBM fabrication methods can produce implants meeting the ASTM F136-13 [63] strength standards for wrought surgical implants. These requirements are: a minimum yield strength of 795 MPa and a minimum tensile strength of 860 MPa. Only the EBM method meets the minimum ASTM F136-13 standard for 10% elongation. However, post-production heat treatment of laser-processed Ti-6Al-4V alloys might produce surgical implants meeting the ASTM F136-13 elongation requirement, as well [24] .
Microstructures of the Ti-6Al-4V Alloys
The two-phase (α + β) Ti-6Al-4V alloy can exhibit a wide variation of microstructures; lamellar, equiaxed or bimodal (a mixture of both). All depends on the thermal or thermo-mechanical treatment of the alloy. In reality, there are only two typical microstructures of the Ti-6Al-4V components produced by SLM and EBM. The first one, produced by the EBM method, is an α + β Widmanstätten structure, which is created by diffusion processes. The second one, produced by the SLM method, is an α' martensitic-type structure, which is the consequence of diffusionless processes. Because α martensite contained in columnar prior-β grains is often linked to poor ductility and low toughness, some processing variables were investigated for martensite decomposition [64] . The Ti-6Al-4V microstructure after EBM is fine when compared to the conventional wrought Ti-6Al-4V [65] . Although the microstructure produced by laser RP methods is the result of the cooling rate [66] , there is the possibility of a martensite-type transformation in Ti-6Al-4V alloy during rapid heating [67] . The main factors affecting the cooling rate are the electron and laser scan speed [57] and the geometry and the size of fabricated elements [68] . As the SLM and EBM methods need the Ti-6Al-4V alloy powder to be totally melted, the alloy must be heated above the liquidus temperature of 1650-1660 • C. Molten particles of the powder solidify rapidly during the SLM and EBM processing, but the cooling rate below 995 ± 15 • C (beta transition temperature) has a critical influence on the microstructure of the implant.
Materials and Methods

Fabrication of Solid Samples
Cubic samples with a side length of 15 mm were 3D printed by the SLM50 (Realizer, Borchen, Germany) SLM machine and by the EBM S12 (Arcam, Mölndal, Sweden) EBM equipment. The process parameters presented in Table 2 were applied. The parameters for the SLM process were selected based on an optimization procedure (described in Section 2.1) on cubic samples with an edge length of 5 mm. The SLM process was conducted in an environmental chamber using 0.4-0.6 vol % of oxygen to enhance the mechanical properties of the obtained material. The parameters for an EBM process were supplied by the machine manufacturer. Spherical Ti-6Al-4V Grade 5 alloy powders were used for both processes (Table 3 ). Powders with mean particle diameters between 45 and 75 µm from AP&C (Raymor Industries Inc., Boisbriand, QC, Canada) were used for the SLM process, while powders with mean particle diameters between 45 and 100 µm from Arcam AB were used for the EBM process. After fabrication, the unsintered powder was removed by washing the samples several times in isopropyl alcohol and then distilled water using an ultrasonic cleaner. After ultrasonic cleaning, the density of the samples was determined utilizing the Archimedes method and using a RADWAG WPS 510/C/2 (Radwag, Radom, Poland) balance. The conventionally-fabricated reference material was a heat-treated and annealed Ti-6Al-4V alloy wrought sheet. It was prepared according to the procedure described elsewhere [69] . Such fabrication resulted in its improved mechanical properties [70] . Optimization Procedure for the SLM Samples A set of 26 cubic samples ( Figure 2 ) with a side length of 5 mm was fabricated in one batch on a Realizer SLM50 machine. Samples with energy density delivered to a consolidated material progressively increasing and then decreasing from 60-120 J/mm 3 were prepared. The laser pattern used for sample fabrication was alternating (red arrows in Figure 3 ) with a 90 • rotation for every new layer. Samples were prepared using a constant scanning speed of 0.5 m/s (Samples I-XII: exposure time of 40 µs and point distance of 20 µm) and 0.3 m/s (Samples XIII-XXVI: exposure time of 60 µs and point distance of 20 µm). Laser power was varied between 50 and 120 W, and the hatch distance was varied between 35 and 95 µm. Parameters used for samples' fabrication are summarized in the Supplementary Material. Based on the density results measured by the Archimedes method, the parameters from the sample XI were chosen for the fabrication of the cubic sample with an edge length of 15 mm (summarized in Table 2 ). Optimization Procedure for the SLM Samples A set of 26 cubic samples ( Figure 2 ) with a side length of 5 mm was fabricated in one batch on a Realizer SLM50 machine. Samples with energy density delivered to a consolidated material progressively increasing and then decreasing from 60-120 J/mm 3 were prepared. The laser pattern used for sample fabrication was alternating (red arrows in Figure 3 ) with a 90° rotation for every new layer. Samples were prepared using a constant scanning speed of 0.5 m/s (Samples I-XII: exposure time of 40 µs and point distance of 20 µm) and 0.3 m/s (Samples XIII-XXVI: exposure time of 60 µs and point distance of 20 µm). Laser power was varied between 50 and 120 W, and the hatch distance was varied between 35 and 95 µm. Parameters used for samples' fabrication are summarized in the Supplementary Material. Based on the density results measured by the Archimedes method, the parameters from the sample XI were chosen for the fabrication of the cubic sample with an edge length of 15 mm (summarized in Table 2 ). 
Characterization of the Microstructure and Phase Composition
Cross-sections in the XY and XZ planes were cut from the solid samples fabricated by EBM and SLM (see Figure 3 ). These were used for metallographic and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). The light microscopy observations were made on both 5-and 15-mm edge length samples. The cut-out surfaces were smoothed by standard mechanical grinding and polishing. The same procedure was employed for a conventionally-processed wrought Ti-6Al-4V alloy sheet. The samples for light microscopy and SEM were etched in Kroll's solution (100 mL H2O, 5 mL HNO3 and 2.5 mL HF). The samples prepared for metallographic examination were studied using a Zeiss Axio (Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH, München, Germany) light microscope. The etched and non-etched cross-sections were examined on the Hitachi SU8000 SEM (Hitachi Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) equipped with an EnergyDispersive X-ray spectroscopic (EDS) detector (Thermo Fisher Scientific-Noran Instruments, Waltham, MA, USA). For the transmission electron microscopy (TEM), 3-mm diameter discs were prepared by Wire Electrical Discharge Machining (WEDM) and thinned by ion milling using a low accelerating voltage to minimize any beam influence on the microstructure. The examination was undertaken using the Jeol 1200EX TEM (Joel, Peabody, MA, USA) instrument. The samples with surfaces prepared by mechanical grinding were examined by X-ray diffraction (XRD) with Cu, Kα radiations using a Philips PW 1830 (Philips Analytical, Almelo, The Netherlands) in the XY table plane (see Figure 3) . The XRD pattern was obtained with a scan step of 0.02 2θ and a dwell time of 3 s.
Mechanical Properties
Vickers hardness measurements were made using a Zwick/Roell ZHV 30 (Zwick GmbH & Co. KG, Ulm, Germany) universal micro indentation hardness machine with a 300-g load. For each cross-section, perpendicular and parallel to the scanning direction of the laser/electron beams, an average of 10 measurements was taken. Tensile tests were performed using an MTS QTest/10 material testing machine (MTS Systems, Eden Prairie, MN, USA). The machine was equipped with custommade holders for the non-standard microsample tests [71] . For accurate deformation measurement, a Digital Image Correlation (DIC) method was used. Two sets of 10 micro-samples were cut by Wire Electrical Discharge Machining (WEDM) from SLM, EBM and wrought material in the XY and XZ planes. The samples' length was 5 mm, and their thickness was 0.6 mm. The Ultimate Tensile Strength (UTS) and elongation at break (A) were calculated from the tensile tests results. Additionally, the fractures' surfaces after tensile tests of SLM, EBM and wrought material were examined using a Hitachi SU8000 (Hitachi Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) SEM microscope. 
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Cytotoxicity Tests
Cytotoxicity was determined using two standard ISO methods: ISO 10993-5:2009 [72] and ISO 10993-12:2012 [73] . The mouse cell line L929 (American Type Culture Collection Certified Cell Line-ATCC CCL1) (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA) was utilized. The mouse fibroblast-like cell line was maintained in Eagle's medium (Eagle's Minimal Essential Medium (EMEM)), which was supplemented with 10% calf serum, antibiotics (100 U/mL penicillin and 100 µg/mL streptomycin) and 2 mM L-glutamine. The cells were seeded in the 24 well plates (Nunc, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) with a volume of 1 mL at a seeding concentration of 1 × 105 cells/mL in Eagle culture medium with 2% fetal calf serum. The samples of titanium alloys were incubated with cells for 24 h, 48 h and 72 h at 37 • C in an ambient atmosphere with 5 vol % CO 2 . Cell growth, cell morphology and cell viability were used as the parameters for determining the degree of cytotoxicity of the tested materials. The cell viability was determined on the basis of exclusion of a Trypan blue staining.
Results
Light Microscopy
The microstructure of the Ti-6Al-4V alloy samples prepared using several different processes is shown in Figure 4 . Pores and unmelted regions are not visible in the sample produced by the EBM method (Figure 4a ), in the optimized sample with a side length of 5 mm produced by the SLM method (Figure 4b ), as well as in heat-treated wrought Ti-6Al-4V sample, which was fabricated conventionally (Figure 4d ). There are visible pores on the sample with a side length of 15 mm, which was produced using the optimizing procedure for SLM method (Figure 4c ). The samples had a similar density of 99.2% and 99.4% of the theoretical value (4.43 g/cm 3 ) for the 5-mm SLM samples and 15-mm EBM sample, respectively. The 15-mm SLM sample had a density of 98.1% of the theoretical value. Both processes produced epitaxial solidification of the new layers through heterogeneous nucleation. Epitaxial grains fabricated during the EBM process ( Figure 4a ) were a few hundred micrometers long and ca. 40 µm wide. Epitaxial grains fabricated during the SLM process ( Figure 4b ) were a few hundred micrometers long and 50-100 µm wide. They were less regular than the grains fabricated via the EBM process. Optical microscope observations of the SLM fabricated samples revealed a microstructure with many parallel and perpendicular etched plates, which are denoted in the literature as an acicular α' martensite type of microstructure [74, 75] . The EBM process produced a very fine needle-like α + β Widmanstätten microstructure, where the α-Ti acicular plate grains were surrounded by dark β-Ti grain boundaries. Furthermore, the equilibrium α-phase participation at the boundaries of prior β grain boundaries was observed (Figure 4a ). The conventionally-fabricated wrought Ti-6Al-4V alloy had a bimodal microstructure with equiaxed α grains and colonies of α + β plates (Figure 4d ). 
Scanning Electron and Transmission Electron Microscopy
Examination of the samples by SEM confirmed the chemical composition of the phases observed under the light optical microscope. The SEM image in the BSE mode, which produces contrast by atomic mass difference, showed a dark acicular α-phase in a light β-phase matrix for the EBM-fabricated sample (Figure 5a ). The α-phase was darker than the β-phase, because apart from titanium, it also consists of aluminum, which has a lower atomic mass than vanadium found in the β-phase. The SEM topographical contrast for the SLM sample showed mixed long and short α'-martensite-type plates (Figure 5b) 
Examination of the samples by SEM confirmed the chemical composition of the phases observed under the light optical microscope. The SEM image in the BSE mode, which produces contrast by atomic mass difference, showed a dark acicular α-phase in a light β-phase matrix for the EBM-fabricated sample (Figure 5a ). The α-phase was darker than the β-phase, because apart from titanium, it also consists of aluminum, which has a lower atomic mass than vanadium found in the β-phase. The SEM topographical contrast for the SLM sample showed mixed long and short α'-martensite-type plates (Figure 5b ). Figure 6 shows EDS line scans of the melt pools observed in a dark mode as dark bands with aluminum segregation. The EDS results showed aluminum deviations in both the EBM (Figure 6a ) and the SLM (Figure 6b ) fabricated materials. In the SLM sample, the dark bands were more irregular, and the distance between them was greater than in the EBM-fabricated material. The fracture surfaces showed that the SLM fabricated samples display a dual morphology with ductile transcrystalline and intercrystalline regions (Figure 7a ), similarly to bimodal conventionally-processed Ti-6Al-4V alloy (Figure 7c ). The dimples after SLM fabrication varied in size along epitaxially-grown elongated grains. Furthermore, the fracture surface of the SLM-fabricated material had additional ledges and terraces that suggest cleavage most probably along the brittle α' needles. Fractures of EBM-fabricated samples showed a ductile transcrystalline type of fracture with uniform dimple size (Figure 7b ). Figure 6 shows EDS line scans of the melt pools observed in a dark mode as dark bands with aluminum segregation. The EDS results showed aluminum deviations in both the EBM (Figure 6a ) and the SLM (Figure 6b ) fabricated materials. In the SLM sample, the dark bands were more irregular, and the distance between them was greater than in the EBM-fabricated material. 
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X-ray Diffraction
The phase composition, which was proposed after metallographic observations were confirmed by XRD diffraction patterns, in Figure 9 . Literature data [24] and Powder Diffraction File (PDF) cards 00-044-1294 [76] 00-009-0098 [77] were used to assign crystallographic structure of the XRD peaks, because there are still no typical cards for rapidly prototyped Ti-6Al-4V alloys in the reference databases. For EBM (Figure 9b ) and conventionally-fabricated wrought Ti-6Al-4V samples, the Bragg's peaks detected in the XRD scan belonged to hcp (hexagonal closed-packed) α-Ti and bcc (body-centered cubic) β-Ti (Figure 9c ). For the SLM-fabricated material, no β-Ti was identified, since all of the peaks were assigned to hcp titanium (Figure 9a) 
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Mechanical Tests
The tensile properties are summarized in Table 4 . The highest values of strength were observed in the SLM samples, the lowest in the wrought material. On the other hand, the elongation in the SLM sample was a mere 2%-3%, whereas in the wrought and EBM materials 12%-14%. It is worth noting that only in the case of SLM samples, differences between samples cut in XY and YZ planes were observed. EBM and wrought material were isotropic. To supplement those results, microindentation tests were done. Vickers microindentation values for the EBM samples were 315 ± 13 HV0.3 and 340 ± 12 HV0.3 for the XY and XZ planes, respectively. These values are similar to those given in the literature for the α + β structure in samples fabricated by the EBM method [78] . The values of Vickers microindentation hardness measured for the SLM samples were 370 ± 19 HV0.3 and 390 ± 24 HV0.3 for the XY and XZ planes, respectively, similar to the hardness of an α' martensitictype phase obtained for Ti-6Al-4V alloy by other authors [74] . The values of Vickers microindentation hardness measured for the bimodal Ti-6Al-4V alloy was 360 ± 11 HV0.3. The results show that only EBM and wrought material meet the requirements of ASTM F136. In the case of SLM samples, the ductility is below the needed minimum value. 
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Cytotoxicity
The tests to determine the influence of the SLM and EBM fabricated materials on mouse fibroblast cultures L929 did not show any cytotoxicity effects after 24, 28 and 72 h (Figure 10 ). After contact with the titanium alloy samples, none of the fibroblast cultures showed any signs of damage. Cells maintained their correct morphologies and showed good proliferation in contrast to the control cells. No agglutination, vacuolization, separation from the medium or cell membrane lyses were observed. 
Discussion
Process Condition
Although the technological aspects of the SLM and EBM fabrication processes were similar, the properties of the SLM-and EBM-fabricated Ti-6Al-4V alloys were different. Because of the layer-by-layer production process, the growth of epitaxial grains was revealed. Thanks to that, the microstructural differences between the parallel XZ plane and the perpendicular XY plane cross-sections of the samples were observed for both methods. The dark bands observed on SLM-fabricated samples during the light microscopy and the aluminum segregation revealed by the EDS results suggest that melt pool boundaries are areas of aluminum segregation and should not be connected to the powder size and the thickness of the powder layer. The aluminum aberrance within the layers in both SLM-and EBM-fabricated materials is probably the effect of evaporation, which was also suggested for SLS by other authors [79] . The difference in the morphology of melt pool boundaries, thickness and the distance between them was the result of the different power of the laser and electron beams and therefore the variation in heat transfer characteristics during the fabrication methods. The rate of solidification in the EBM fabricated material was much slower than in SLM material, because the diffusion process caused equilibrium α-phase precipitation on the epitaxially-grown grain boundaries. The precipitation of α-phase on the original β-phase boundaries is typical for Ti-6Al-4V alloys cooled from the β-phase region. Although the SLM-and EBM-fabricated samples had significantly different microstructures and allergenic aluminum content deviations, no toxicity effect was detected in either sample. 
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Microstructural Analysis
The samples made by both methods had many dislocations caused by thermal stresses. TEM images showed a greater density of dislocations in the SLM fabricated sample than in EBM material. The TEM examination showed that α'-phase grains in the SLM-fabricated sample were less distinguishable in contrast to the clearly-identified grains of the α and β phases after EBM fabrication. The Widmanstätten platelets were grouped into small colonies or presented in singular forms and, similarly to the α'-phase, ordered in the heat flow direction. Furthermore, the structure after SLM is coarser. According to ASTM standards for surgical implants [63, 80, 81] , the SLM-fabricated samples have not met the microstructural standard required for the Ti-6Al-4V alloy in the wrought (ASTM F136), forged (ASTM F620) or cast (ASTM F1108) condition, which should possess an equilibrium α and β phase structure. Recent publications show the possibility of controlling SLM process parameters to avoid non-equilibrium transformations [82] , but still, post-fabrication Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP) is the easiest method to meet ASTM requirements. The EBM fabricated sample with α + β microstructure and α-phase precipitations on prior β-phase boundaries meet the microstructure requirements, as reported in other studies [83] , for cast surgical implants (ASTMF1108); however, aluminum segregation was present in this sample. According to ASTM standards for additively-manufactured Ti-6Al-4V (F2924-14), fabricated samples' microstructural requirements shall be mutually agreed upon by the supplier and the purchaser, so that both methods can be applied. After, both fabricated methods' alpha case formation [84] was not observed, and such information is a main microstructure requirement of the ASTM F2924-14 standard for additively-manufactured Ti-6Al-4V.
X-ray Diffraction Results
The microstructure results coincide with the XRD patterns. Broader peaks in the SLM sample show higher residual stress and defect concentration, which with additional information gained from light microscopy, can be interpreted as the peaks of a supersaturated α'-martensitic-type phase rather than a mixture of the α and α' phases. For the EBM titanium α-phase XRD pattern corresponded to powder sample PDF cards, but in the case of the titanium β-phase, only one peak, with quite high intensity, was matched with the PDF card. This is typical for topographically-oriented structures obtained during rapid solidification processes [85] .
Mechanical Properties
The microstructural differences influenced the mechanical properties of fabricated samples to a great extent. The SLM processed material had a superior UTS reaching 1320 MPa, which is the highest value encountered in the literature next to 1270 MPa [86] and the lowest elongation (2-3%). According to the available literature, this phenomenon may be caused by two independent factors. First of all, from the previous research of the authors [37] , the results suggest that oxygen addition plays a significant role in solution hardening of technical-grade titanium. Pronounced strengthening effects arise from athermal shuffling of the interstitial O atoms by the screw dislocations, impeding line defect motion [87] . Nevertheless, low oxygen concentration or its interaction with substitutional solutes may enhance strength with minimal deterioration impact on ductility [88, 89] . Secondly, large heating gradients during the manufacturing process prevent the formation of the β-phase, causing supersaturation of the material and internal stresses [90] at the atomic level, seen as wide XRD peaks ( Figure 9 ). However, its elongation was just between 2 and 3%. Poor ductility of the SLM-fabricated sample has been connected with its high porosity [37] and sharp acicular α' precipitates. The density of the 15-mm sample was small due to the presence of pores and regions with powder, which did not melt properly. This effect showed that the parameters optimized for smaller preliminary samples ( Figure 2) could not be strictly transferred to larger sizes (Figure 3) . The EBM-fabricated samples and conventionally-fabricated heat-treated samples met the UTS and elongation requirements from the ASTM F136 standard. The UTS strength was above 900 MPa, and the elongation about 12%. Thanks to their microstructure, high residual stress and oxygen strengthening [37] , the SLM-fabricated material had much higher hardness than the EBM-fabricated and the wrought Ti-6Al-4V materials. The larger epitaxially-grown grains produced in the samples fabricated by the SLM method than in the samples obtained by other methods have not caused any larger hardness anisotropy in the XY and XZ directions than in the EBM fabricated materials. The surface of the tensile samples after the tests revealed some differences. The EBM material had numerous homogenous dimples with a high specific surface area. The dimples are typical for microvoid coalescence, a high microscopic fracture mechanism observed in ductile metals. On the other hand, SLM samples presented topography terraces and shallower dimples. This implies the existence of easy intergranular fracture paths along selected plains, most probably α' martensite needles. According to [91] , a more suitable structure is the bimodal α + β that can dissipate the fracture energy in a larger volume of the material.
Conclusions
The main aim of the research was to analyze and compare microstructure and properties of the Ti-6Al-4V alloy obtained in three different processes: SLM, EBM and the conventional wrought material. As it turned out in the experiment, the fabrication process conditions strongly influence the features of the material, especially in terms of microstructure and mechanical properties. The main conclusions that can be drawn from the conducted research are as follows:
(1) The manufacturing method influences the equilibrium conditions of the crystallization process.
As a result, the microstructure changes can be seen. In the SLM method, only the α' martensitic phase can be detected, whereas the EBM processed material had a very fine needle-like α + β Widmanstätten microstructure. Additionally, due to non-equilibrium cooling, pores can be seen in the SLM samples that drastically reduce ductility, preventing its use in medical applications. In contrast, the EBM vacuum processed material met the requirements of the ASTM F136-13 standards. For the SLM, additional heat treatment is necessary; however, the issue of pores may be still an obstacle. (2) Higher temperature gradients in the SLM method in comparison to EBM and wrought material led to high residual stress at the atomic level. The material after the SLM process had the highest UTS (ca. 1300 MPa); however, the elongation was very small (ca. 2%). Furthermore, this changed with the building direction of the sample, which is evidence of significant anisotropy. In the case of EBM and the wrought material, the mechanical properties were homogenous and independent of sample orientation. This factor is especially important for larger sizes of the fabricated elements. Therefore, the size effect should be accounted for and energy dissipation should be considered when planning an AM process.
